
Decisions, Decisions  by John Howard 

 

Being involved here at Allen Avenue UU can be a big undertaking.  

We all want our time here to nourish us spiritually and yet 

sometimes it can feel an awful lot like work.  It takes many hands to 

keep A2U2 running and healthy, so I have learned to use both my 

head and heart to choose my roles here. 

My heart has shown me that the members who show up for yard 

work days and who run tables at the Holiday Fair are fun to be 

with, and that I always feel happy and energized when I do 

something like this.  Even when it’s called a “work day”, it’s really 

about bonding and making friends.  It answers a need for 

connection. 

What nourishment does the head desire, and what part of church 

life answers that need?  Humans like discovering new things, 

learning something interesting and new.  Being a volunteer at 

Family Promise often does that.  Certainly it serves a cause we can 

believe in – helping families that have no homes – and, yes, it does 

enlarge our hearts, but it also exposes volunteers to people from 

other parts of the world, who speak other languages and have 

stories to tell.  This and many other social action opportunities can 

expand my horizons and take me into another world. 

Some people like the mental satisfaction of finding better ways to 

organize the many details of church life, the sort of people who love 

efficiency. Newcomers to A2U2 can often see things we don’t and we 



are blessed when we make room for changes to the way things are 

done when someone has a better idea.  Another job for the rational 

thinkers is number crunching and doing spreadsheets.  I’m one of 

these people who likes balancing my check book, so I’m perfect for 

planning a stewardship campaign – working with Lynne Russell-

Johnson with the membership data base to provide guidance in our 

annual pledge drive. 

Not your cup of tea?  Maybe you are a creative type – which might 

be a head strength but can involve the heart when it’s a real 

passion.  Look at our banners – those were designed and made by a 

church member.  Look at our RE leaders who bring imagination 

and creativity to the nurturing of our young people.  There are jobs 

here for bakers, letter writers, visitors to shut-ins, good listeners, 

musicians.  The list goes on and on. 

Here at the start of another church year we have a lot of decisions 

to make about the coming months.  If we are new, we are probably 

wondering how we will fit in, where will we find our place here.  If 

we are not so new, we may be wondering who will take on the 

leadership of our annual Holiday Fair, or whether we will have a 

winter solstice ceremony, and who will be on the stewardship 

committee.  It’s all good – I guarantee we will survive these and 

many more decisions.  The trick is to avoid a sense of drudgery by 

finding what makes the job rewarding to us individually. 

It’s also important to support one another.  We need to encourage 

turnover in leadership roles, so that being a chair is not a life-



sentence.  And that means stepping forward now and then.  We 

need to be open to change, to giving up some things that haven’t 

been working and letting new ideas in.  We need to remember to 

thank our volunteers and celebrate the work they do.  We need to 

honor the spiritual value of committee work by incorporating sacred 

reading, testimonials, taking deep breaths together before 

launching into the business at hand.  It’s all part of “re-membering” 

that we are composed of both head and heart. 


